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Foreword 
In decision analysis, a typical aspect is the fact that quite often the decision problem 
combines hard and soft features. For instance, in many environmental policy problems, the 
costs and physical consequences of possible policies are relatively well-known whereas the 
health risks and the socio-economic consequences remain in the dark. As a consequence, 
we see that the hard features can be modelled and models can be evaluated by using 
model-based decision support systems. However, in the decision making process, the soft 
features should also be taken into account. 
During her stay at IIASA as a participant in the 1994 Young Scientists Summer 
Program, Mari Poyhonen has taylored and applied a new approach for treating imprecise 
information on two decision problems from the IIASA field of activities. These problems 
had in common that there existed already good models for the hard features. The new 
approach used by the author has been developed at her home university (Helsinki) by our 
colleagues Ahti Salo and Raimo Hamalainen. 
In the present Working Paper, the author explains the new approach, compares it with 
other approaches, and demonstrates it on two practical problems, namely "the improve- 
ment of water quality in a river basin" and "the planning of a power system expansion". 
The work of Mari Pohonen shows how fruitful the cooperation between substantive and 
methodological projects can be. I gratefully acknowledge the constructive contributions 
of Peter Dorfer and Liszl6 Somly6dy. 
Abstract 
Multicriteria decision making techniques give a decision maker a way to thoroughly an- 
alyze complex problems and state his or her arguments for decisions. The techniques 
usually require precise numerical information of the decision maker's preferences and the 
parameters of a decision problem. However, it is most often difficult to get this infor- 
mation. There may be several decision makers which have different opinions and the 
parameters of the decision problem may be ambiguous. Preference Assessment by Impre- 
cise Ratio Statements (PAIRS) is a hierarchical weighting technique which allows decision 
makers to give preference statements with intervals instead of single point estimates. Here 
this new technique is applied to two case studies where decision makers have to select the 
most suitable solution from a discrete set of alternatives for a problem which involves 
several conflicting environmental and economic factors. 
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1. Introduction 
A choice of the most suitable strategy for solving important economical and environmental 
problems requires thorough considerations as the problems are very complex and involve 
multiple conflicting criteria and several parties. Nowadays also legislation in many countries 
forces decision makers (DM) to state their arguments for decisions which may have 
environmental impacts. As Comer and Kirkwood (1991) state, analytical decision making 
tools could be of great help in this situation: "Decision analysis provides a systematic, 
quantitative approach to make better decisions." 
The decision analysis literature proposes various techniques to support multicriteria 
decision making (MCDM). Recent surveys by Korhonen et al. (1992) and Stewart (1992) 
give descriptions of several MCDM techniques and their areas of applications. Most of these 
techniques require exact numerical information about the decision maker's preferences as well 
as of the alternatives. However, it is often very difficult to get this information. Several 
methods have been proposed to facilitate decision making so that the preference information 
could be given in an imprecise form. 
One appealing way to give imprecise preference statements is to use words to indicate 
the strength of preferences during the decision making process. The Analytic Hierarchy 
Process (AHP) (Saaty 1980) allows decision makers to use words in the preference elicitation 
so that preference statements of relative importance are given with verbal expressions. These 
vague verbal expressions are, however, converted into exact numerical estimates. This 
conversion procedure has been criticized (Stewart 1992) and, indeed, there is empirical 
evidence that this conversion procedure does not correspond with a human interpretation of 
verbal expressions in the context of verbal ratio statements (Poyhonen et al. 1994). The verbal 
expressions indicating the strength of preferences in decision making should rather be 
interpreted as intervals of numbers or, for example, in terms of fuzzy sets. 
Other approaches to process imprecise information directly use information in a 
numerical form instead of words. Approaches based on fuzzy sets form a large group of 
methods which, however, are not discussed here. A reader may find information of fuzzy 
decision making methods in Zirnmermann (1987). Granat and Wierzbicki (1994) give an 
example of the latest developments in this field. 
Multiattribute utility theory (MAUT) (Keeney and Raiffa 1976) provides one 
normatively sound framework for decision making. The methods based on MAUT are also 
used extensively in real life applications. Comer and Kirkwood (1991) give a review of the 
applications which have been presented in the operations research literature during the last 
two decades. However, it is acknowledged that utility and value functions, probabilities and 
criterion weights are often imprecise. Salo and H-dGnen (1992) give a review of 
approaches which let the decision maker give preference information in imprecise form with 
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MAUT. One such approach, Preference Assessment by Imprecise Ratio Statements (PAIRS) 
(Salo and Hihalainen 1992), is based on Value Tree Analysis (von Winterfeldt and Edwards 
1986) and lets the decision maker give imprecisely defined values for alternatives as well as 
for criterion weights. 
Validation of new decision analysis techniques requires applications with real decision 
problems and opinions from decision makers. In this paper we will use the term "decision 
maker" in a broader meaning so that it includes also the persons who are preparing the 
decisions but who are not necessarily making the final choices by themselves. Their duty is to 
analyze the problem throughoughly and then give their recommendations to the higher level 
decision makers who are, for example, politicians. 
This study uses the PAIRS technique to evaluate environmental policy strategies in two 
cases. Both decision problems arose from the environmental research conducted at the 
International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA). The first decision problem is to 
select a set of technologies to improve the water quality in a large river basin. The particular 
set of technology improvements is selected from alternatives which are generated by using a 
model based decision support system (Berkemer et al. 1993, Makowski et al. 1994). The 
second decision problem deals with the planning of power system expansion in Hungary. In 
this case, several alternatives for further analysis have been chosen by using the trade-off risk 
analysis which helps to analyze the risks of the decision problem (Crousillat et al. 1993, 
Dorfner 199 1). 
The decision analysis processes in these cases contain two phases. During the first 
phase, thorough multiple criteria optimization is conducted and several alternative scenarios 
are compared. This kind of scenario analysis gives the DM insight about the decision problem 
and helps in defining a set of alternatives. This phase is also motivated by the fact that the 
analysis of the DM'S preferences is such a difficult task that: "Standard MCDM approaches 
could do with more caution before rushing into difficult and complex value judgment 
exercises erlier than is absolutely necessary." (Stewart, 1994). The initial analysis of the 
problem is not restricted to multiple criteria optimization and there exist various approaches 
for scenario analysis which help decision makers to learn more about their decision making 
problem (Bunn and Salo 1993). 
During the second phase decision makers have to turn to their preferences and consider 
carefully which kind of reasoning leads to a certain solution from a discrete set of clearly 
defined alternatives. Hierarchical weighting methods make it possible to also take into 
account qualitative criteria which are often essential in making the final choice among 
alternatives. PAIRS now provides several advantages for the actual preference elicitation. 
PAIRS makes it easier for the DM to answer the difficult questions which usually require 
exact estimates of the strength of preferences. The preference elicitation process is no longer 
time consuming or difficult, and thus the DM may focus more on sensitivity analysis which is 
the essential part of the decision making process. The intervals of numbers describe the 
properties of alternatives and thus it is possible to include into the analysis the impreciseness 
of the measures of alternatives. PAIRS also provides a promising environment for group 
decision making as the intervals of preferences could contain the opinions of all group 
members. 
This paper concentrates on the second phase of the decision making process. The 
analysis with both the water quality management and the energy planning is conducted with 
an expert who has been involved in the first phase of the process. The experts here are not 
real decision makers but the final decisions are made based on their work. The presented 
decision making sessions are examples of the decison analysis with PAIRS and show how the 























